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TO	 C:-

FROM: Chief. WH

SUBJ: Klaus ALTMANN was. (201-019126).

Ref: A:HOP473-2

.	 .
B:LA PAZ 2038: 6 March 1967

I. Please check your C	 ,--3'fi1es on the following in ' connec-

tion with Klaus ALTMANN: (see Paragraph 4 of Reference A.)

Standard Industrial (Bolivia). La Taz.Avd. Camacho, Edif.Krsul.

Alfonse Fernandez .de Luis G.

While we attach no particular urgency to this request, we would Comply
.	 .

with the request from LNREAD:within a reasonable time.

' 2. LNREAD has supplied the following additional* information on

ALTMANN. which was obtained by the 1,NREAD 'representative in La Paz:

a. ALTMANN had become a naturalized Bolivian citizen in 1954.

b. He at one time had worked as a mechanic in La Paz while

living at Calle Montevideo 126.

c. In March 1965, there was a carpenter shop in the upper

Sopicachi area of La Paz. on Calle Pedro de la Gasca. across from #621,

run by a fnu ALTMANN who was reported to travel frequently to Caranavi

and Santa Cruz to buy lumber.

d. Also in the spring of 1965. there was a lumber yard in

Santa Rosa run by a person of German origin named ALTMANN. and a man.

resembling photographs of Klaus ALTMANN u4s observed on the premises.

The LNREAD representative here also advised that in addition to his

friendshi p with Hans RUDEL. ALTMANN maintains some kind of business

' connection with Otto SKORZENY. ,

	

"	 .
• 3. Forwarded under separate cover is a copy of an LNREADreport

.‘ dated 2 December 1966. which mentions ALTMANN.
N. 	 .

\ VLa' PazHv/att u.s.c.
(::•T:••.A	; 	 201-019126 i
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